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英文 (一)
10至 12講作業解答

Unit Ten: Universities in England: Some facts
  1. Universities in England provide benefi cial surroundings for the 

students to be proud 　　. 
a. at b. of  c. with d. for     

  2. Universities in England establish general partnership principles 
for the University and its students to identify　　.      
a. at   b. to  c. in    d. with 

  3. Universities in England provide a context for the University 
to develop and improve its services so that students feel a 
commitment 　　. 
a. for b. in c. to  d. with

  4. Much as students might not fancy it, many universities require 
students to undertake a 　　 as part of their studies. 
a. government  b. placement  
c. leadership  d. morgage  

  5. Like many other countries, workers in Taiwan have sick leave 
　　.  
a. involement  b. engagement  
c. acquirement  d. entitlement 

  6. The prized science project is the 　　 effort of the students, not 
of individual. 
a. offi cial  b. unusual c. collective d. single    

  7. Wildlife 　　 helps save the endangered species. 
a. conservation  b. quench    
c. question          d. curry  

  8. Universities outline the rights of the students, 　　 highlighting 
their responsibilities.   
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a. unless b. if         c. whilst    d. but   
  9. The Guild of Students has endeavoured to meet and represent 

the needs of all its members. It has acted as a 　　 to academic 
studies. 
a. complement      b. compensation  
c. complaint    d. complication   

10. His business is getting better and better. In fact, it is 　　. 
a. trivial     b. fl ourishing
c. troublesome  d. indecent

1. b　2. d　3. c　4. b　5. d　6. c　7. a　8. c　9. a　10. b

Unit Eleven: Doing Placement at Historic Royal Palaces 
  1. In many countries, it is 　　 for a young man aged 18 to enlist 

in the army.    
a. evil     b. mandatory
c. comprehensive d. dangerous  

  2. The loaned 　　 robe worn by King George IV when he was 
born was returned from Australia. 
a. shabby   b. christened c. dirty d. trouble 

  3. The reason for the isolation was to monitor if there was a 　　 
of pest activity.   
a. screen   b. slut   c. spot  d. sign 

  4. Pest activity means movements caused by insects, mould, 
fungi, and 　　.   
a. volcano      b. mildew    c. landslide  d. earthquake  

  5. Job description for the placement at Historic Royal Palaces 
includes an archaeology 　　 project, which is to sort out 
different historic items.      
a. cataloguing b. dumping c. barging d. smuggling   
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  6. A spot check is performed in a 　　 to locate a small amount 
of randomly picked objects from the whole collection. 
a. hill      b. museum      c. wall     d. lake  

  7. When the loaned museum items were moved back to temporary 
　　, they had to be wrapped for isolation and further 
treatment. 
a. shortage       b. blockage     c. storage      d. sewage   

  8. My company has an 　　 at the end of each fi nancial year. 
a. audit        b. edition      c. audition       d. interview 

  9. The 　　 of a book is the type of cover it has. Any book needs 
one. 
a. binding        b. weeping      c. founding d. snapshot 

10. The Historic Royal Palaces (HRP) is a charity organization that 
displays wide range of collections 　　 to the history of the 
Great Britain. 
a. relation b. is related c. related d. relating  

1. b　2. b　3. d　4. b　5. a　6. b　7. c　8. a　9. a　10. c

Unit Twelve: Egyptian Mummies at National Palace Museum
  1. The ICOM Code of Ethics for Museums has been 　　 by the 

International Council of Museums.  
a. applied  b. attended  c. appreciated d. prepared

  2. The exhibition was to introduce ancient Egyptian life by 
presenting six mummies 　　 between 900 BC to AD 180. 
a. borrowed b. lived c. treated   d. towed 

  3. The exhibition was divided into 　　, besides the introduction 
and the ending, each focusing on one mummy. 
a. markets b. cubical c. sections d. struggle 

  4. Along with coffi ns and other funerary objects, the 　　 decided 
to turn the exhibition into an individual-based display. 
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a. curator b. pilot c. dentist d. optician   
  5. Museum should take into 　　 the feelings and consent of 

ethnic or religious groups from whom the objects originated. 
a. action b. surprise c. account d. practice

  6. It is acceptable to exhibit ancient human remains such as 
Egyptian mummies because they come from cultures long 
　　. 
a. lived  b. dead c. dying d. living 

  7. There is nobody today making claims for the 　　 and possible 
return of Egyptian mummies. 
a. loyalty b. relation  c. ownership  d. nonsense

  8. An Egyptian queen could be a Hittites princess or maybe a 
lover of Roman Emperor by 　　 down the descendant of 
ancient Egyptian.  
a. knocking  b. cutting c. slowing d. tracking

  9. The old 　　 of midwife still prevails in some countries. 
a. hobby b. practice c. foundation d. traffi c 

10. He made wild 　　 about being able to cure COVID-19.  
a. ghost b. claims c. infl uence d. donation

1. d　2. b　3.c　4. a　5. c　6. b　7. c　8. d　9. b　10. b


